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Council Rejects Student Affairs Report 42-6
By JOE EDWARDS
News Editor
Disregarding the "don't
make waves" theory, the
Student Council ushered in
a high tide Tuesday by rejecting the Student Affairs
Report, 42-6.
The council also approved
a committee to draw up report revisions and or additions.
The rejection, which is not
binding on University policy,
came after an hour of spirited report discussion, most of
it unfavorable opinion directed at the 58-page study which if
adopted would
set guidelines
for all Eastern students.
The faculty- written report is
scheduled for discussion next
Monday by the Faculty Senate.
If approved by the Senate, the

report would be forwarded to
Eastern President Robert R.
Martin for his consideration and
possible presentation to EKU's
Board of Regents. If approved by
the Regents, the two-part re port would become University
policy.
Thirteen speakers at Tuesday's Council meeting voiced
disapproval of the report, Including a 20- minute criticism
by
Council President
Steve wilborn,
and a censure by the Student Affairs Committee which wrote the study.
However, six students commented favorably about the report, three times the number
which did
so at the Feb. 18
meeting.
Tuesday's meeting attracted
a large crowd which nearly filled the GrlseRoom, Combs Building. Attendance of Council members also appeared to be better
than normal.

The motion to vote on the report was made by Lynn Bro thers, a report critic who
under correct procedure moved affirmatively that the report be accepted. The vote also included five abstentions.
The revision/addition committee, which resulted from a
motion by Progress Editor Craig
Ammerman, will include Wilborn,
Brothers, non- Councilman Dan
Crum, and others appointed by
Wilborn.
Wilborn,
who during his
criticism made several sarcastic remarks about the report
and alluded
that the meeting
had
been purposely "packed"
with pro-report students, told
the Council that "we have overall and specific gripes" re gardlng the study.
Quoting from the late President John F. Kennedy, Eastern's
two-term student president also
Implored "allow us a respon -

sible part."
Wilborn called the report
"bad," "vague," and at one
point, charging a lack of student | authority set forth by the
study, remarked "let us make
some of the mistakes some time."
Wilborn also:
Contended that a student should
be innocsat until proven guilty,
alleging the report does not
call for such procedures.
Suggested that students should
recommend'an Individual
for
campus ombudsman, and that the
selectee should not hold office
for more Han two years.
Suggested that freshmen and
sophomores be named to ad mlnistratlve committees.
Recommended that all students
be given a compilation of campus rules.
Charged that the report In effect Imposes a speaker ban.
At the close of his remarks,

rules compiled, appointing a
campus ombudsman, and having
coeds' residence hall regulations studied by the Women's
Residence Inter-Dorm Board.
Councilman
Allen
Muncy,
speaking mostly , favorably about the report for the second
straight week, termed the studx
"very good, all In all." He cal led
the 18 offenses ■listed in
Part I, Section II of the "Stu dent Relationships"
section
"as plain as you can get them."
Other applause occurred when
students criticized the report
and after yoting when Wilborn an-.
nounced that the report had been
rejected.
The faculty committee which
wrote the report was attending
"hearing sessions" at the time
of the Council meeting so none
were present for the Council session.
The meeting was recessed at
6:30 p.m., due to a lack of quorum.

"We're not looking at the report as a whole," he continued.
"We're condemning it for a
few matters."
Councilman Glenn Angus, In
reply to Daughtery, claimed that
"if little parts are vague, all of
It (the report) is."
"Black and white can be Just
as vague as green and purple,"
Angus closed, drawing brief applause.
Other
favorable comments
were varied.
Councilman Robert Blythe
called the report "good" and
said that it provides a "great
opportunity for students to par ticlpate."
He also specifically com mended the report's recommendation to compile all campus
rules.
Councilman John Helderich,
although stating he was not ' in
favor of passing the report, supported recommendations to have

Wilborn made the original mo tlon to reject the report, but
was ruled out of order since the
chair cannot Initiate legislation.
Pat Newell, a member of the
Student Affairs Committee and
treasurer of the council, read
a statement to the Council on
behalf of the committee.
"We were disappointed in
its (the report's) content after
16 months of work," the statement said. "We found it vague
and lacking In the important
issues that we felt should
not be overlooked on our University campus."
"We, as a committee, hereby
declare our dissatisfaction,"
the statement closed.
Much of the student discussion concerned whether the report Is "vague."
Skip Daugherty, a non-Councilman, praised the report as "good
In entirety. It tells you right there
in black and white what you want."

SpeakerPolicy, Search Powers, Housing Regulations
Are Prime Topics In Committee's Open Hearings
{TOTEMS ss^sra: r*L*
am- minor offense, a major offense, detractors simply had misinter- yesterday was that of Glen
or a super major offense. He preted the meaning of the re- Kleine, Assistant Professor of
Journalism, who limited his
essentially called for a con- port.
"All members of, the AAUP comments to the section dealsistent and equitable policy.
study committee," Marlette said ing with the Student Board of
Setup Questioned
Praises Committee
"wish to commend your com- Publications.
"When students are adults,"
He praised the Powell corn- mittee for encouraging discusKleine, an advisor to the
Pellegrinon told the committee, mittee for spelling out the rights si on of the report and inviting Eastern Progress, commended
"the University should not be In of students regarding appeals, interested persons to testify be- the committee for their prothe position to tell them where He said the AAUP committee fore this hearing."
they can or can't live."
(Continued on Page Nine)
screed that many of the report The last testimony to be given
He also questioned the setup
of the Student Affairs Committee in the report. "If this Is
a Student Affairs Committee,
and is invested with numerous
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Sun.
Mon.
powers, then.it should have a
JAE
majority of students on it." As
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comment yesterday
Tuesday through the
open hearings.
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The comment,
mostly adverse, was basically the same
criticisms that have come from
discussions in the Student
Council and American Association of University Professors.
The committee opened the
hearings, to both faculty and
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will have
four faculty
from both.

Bobby Washington

As I See It

Talented Bobby Washington
In Last Home Game Saturday
by craig ammerman
Cliches.
You know, those old worn-out phrases
that everybody uses for everything. Those
trite, things, like tell it like it is,' or any
other saying that has lost its meaning from
overuse.
Cliches. Young journalists are told to
shy away from them. It's been said they
breed immaturity.
But Saturday night brings an event that
tiifl only prompt cliches from this typewriter.
Then, in Alumni Coliseum, the basketball- team hosts Fast Tennessee.
Now. just because the basketball team
plays, that does not make Saturday a special day. But it is a special day. An extraspecial one.
Saturday night Bobby Washington will
grace the Coliseum floor for the last time.
And that breeds cliches, sadness and provokes thought.
It seems redundant to heap words of
praise on Washington. That's been done by
a lot of people ever since Bobby led his
high school team to the state tournament
when he was only a freshman.
He was all-state twice. He was the OVCs
Most Valuable Freshman.
He was the
OVCs Most Valuable Sophomore. He's
been an alll-conference choice twice, and is
a cinch to make it a third time. He's the
third leading scorer in Eastern history. And,

though no records are kept, he's set a record for assists that may never be broken.
So what else can you say?
How about a cliche? Like 'his record
speaks for itself.'
There's a lot more to the story of Bobby
Washington.
Let's take the angle of the black athlete.
When Bobby came to Eastern four short
years ago he was only the second black
basketball player to do so. He had to prove
himself, and his race, on the court. He's
done so admirably.
Now the race issue may once again become something to Bobby Washington.
After a pro career that will surely follow,
Washington says he would like to coach.
Black coaches are still a rarity. Once again
he'll have to win to gain the respect he's
due.
*•
It's a dramatic injustice that in this society a black man must prove himself to be
better than his peers to be considered an
equal.
Bobby hasn't always been happy at Eastern. An athlete who plays to win, Washington rarely tasted defeat in his four years at
Lexington Dunbar High School. At Eastern, the teams Washington played on have
played about .500 ball, far below his expectations.
The lack of success has certainly not been
Washington's fault. There's always been
(Continued on Page Nine)

Dr. Aughtum Howard, a member of the AAUP committee,
criticized the report for the use
of 'vague language'. She said
later that what she thought the
report needed was "just a little
basic rewording."
Challenges Word
Dr. Allan Downes, chairman
of the social sciences department, challenged the use of the
word 'traditional.' 'Traditional
implies years gone by," he said.
"We need to remove that word
to bring this report in the 1960s.
To me, the use of that word
implies that there'll be no long
hairs on this campus."
Several of the students, who
appeared before the committee
attacked the report in specific
areas.
One of those, Dan Crum, a
senior from Maysville, leveled
his comments mostly at the
powers denied to various student groups.
More Power Wanted
"The Student Court should
be placed above dormitory
councils," Crum said. "And the
Student Council should be
granted appointive power. Only
the Council knows best what
students are best qualified.
Their appointments should stand
as final decisions."
Crum also directed some discussion to the policy on offcampus speakers. "The five-day
limit on notice Is unfair," he
noted, "and the vice-president
for student affairs is invested
with too much power in this
case."
James Pellegrinon, a sophomore and an active participant

members and three students,
all with voting rights.
George Wyatt, a senior Student Council member from Berea, told the committee chaired
by Executive Dean J. C. Powell
"students should have a definite
voice In selecting the ombudsman if they're expected to have
confidence in this individual."
Such a position is setup in the
Powell Report.
Claims A Ban
Wyatt classified the speaker
policy as a
"speaker ban."
"This needs to be revised," he
added.
In another matter,
Wyatt
questioned the committee's reason for "prohibiting students
from using a lawyer In University hearing agencies."
Another student proposed
that the report be placed on a
referendum for a vote of the
student body.
Professor Wade Marlette,
chairman of the AAUP committee studying the Student Affairs
Report, gave the AAUP committee's view of the Powell report late yesterday.
Requests Delay

The AAUP study committee
urged the Powell committee to
consider revising portions of the
report and to request that the
Faculty Senate delay action until this had been accomplished.
Marlette said that one of the
AAUP committee's recommendations was the clarification of
penalties for specific offenses.
He suggested that students
should know that drinking
would always be ignored, a
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(Editor's Note: The following
story Is the first of two interpretive, in-depth articles about
student involvement at Eastern).
College
administrators
and professors complain about it. College newspapers
write about it. College students tire of hearing about
it
"It" has several titles. Apathy.
Indifference. Unconcern. "It"
struggles with interest, in volvement, and concern to wrest
supremacy of college climates
everywhere.
Socially, and academically,
what Is the extent of student
apathy at Eastern? Or, more optimistically, what Is the extent of
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'Thirty Days Has .
...except February, that's the one.' But,
egad, this is not Leap Tear. Tes, one of those
tilings that never happens has happened.

This year's campus calendar incorrectly lists
February with 29 days. But, as they say,
"wait'll next year!"

Student Evaluation Of Instruction
Being Studied By Faculty Group
The Student Evaluation of Instruction questionnaire, which
was developed jointly by the Student Council's Committee on Student Evaluation of Instruction and
the Faculty Committee on Improvement of Instruction is currently undergoing revision.
The questionnaire , which was
completed by students with the
consent of teachers, consisted
of two main parts. The first
section dealt with an evaluation
of the Instruction of the course,
The second part pertained to mis-

cellaneous information a»out the
course.
In an ■ effort to improve the
questionnaire, the committee on
Improvement' of Instruction requested faculty members to subnut criticism and suggestions,
The major criticisms were that
tire questionnaire was too long,
took too much time, and that the
second part of the test was
not an
evaluation of the instructor and should be deleted,
Considerably less than half of
the faculty used the evaluation
questionnaire.
"The faculty

had not been given adequate prior
notice. It was late in the semester and the committee symphathlzed with the fact that the faculty, toward the end of the semes ter, was pressed for time and
couldn't administer the questionnalre," said Kerney Adams, retired Chairman of the committee.
Completion of the revision of
the evaluation questionnaire is
hoped for the middle of the semester. The committee hopes to
make the questionnaire available
well before the end of the semester.

Apathy Answers When Too Few Beckon
By JOE EDWARDS
News Editor

.*!•*■*
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student involvement at Eastern?
Dr. Henry G. Martin, vice president for
student affairs
and dean of students, when questioned about social apathy, such
as lack of joining extra-cur rlcular groups and poor at tendance at activities such as
dances, noted that it would be
hard to determine the degree of
such student indifference at
Eastern.
However,
he surmised that
today's students are less interested in such activities than
students 20 years ago due to
other Interests today such as
television, and more places offcampus to go, partly due to better
transportation.
But he said he sees no difference In the interest of today's students and those five
years ago.
Don Smith, administrative assistant in the office of student

affairs, told the Progress recently: "I think more persons
are becoming Interested in student activities, but what disturbs
me is that the percentage of
Interested students over
the
years remains the same."
And Steve Wilborn, senior, in
his second year' as president of
the Student Council, said recently that "Eastern has more
than Its share of apathy."
But Wilborn also estimated
that "students have the same
enthusiasm and dreams, and
maybe more, as those two years
ago."
What specific examples can
be cited as indications of social
apathy?
One campus dance this year
drew less than 10 students.
A concert here with three
"big name" pop recording
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Report Takes Right Direction
Days Ahead Vital For All
Events of the last week have given substantiation to our beliefs concerning the

of the administration are willing to meet
on a common ground and mediate differ-

testimony would bring immediate revision
£
™ ^j^**
. final ^^

of"ihe"re"port"they "consider not acceptable.
The Powell Committee held open hearings Tuesday and yesterday. The testimony
they heard was mostly adverse, but that's

University policy.
That brings us to th* J^uty Senite. The
Senate meets next Monday, and the actions
they take are -vital. If the Senate attempts

m IT

all concerned.
The Senate should delay action until such
time as revisions and amendments Can be
added to the present report.
On the inside pages of this issue is a
story which has great bearing on this particular case. 'The Polite Revolution on Kentucky College Campuses,' written by the
Louisville Courier-Journal's Richard Wilstalks of a rapport between student leadefS and .administrators which has resulted
in change,
a result,
^and as^
J ^has kept the

-aswir***** ^*«^<^^ -*_&%£*?&£
spiced
visas' and^Ss^fore"iTc* be
an acceptable and workable student bill of
rights
That the members of the Powell commit-
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A Valuable Lesson
by craig ammerman
The last three weeks have probably been
•J.
L~i.:„ and
„„J tension
foci,™ filled
(\\\t>A tunes
Hm« tins
this
the most* hectic

officials. And such a situation breeds arbitrariness, something that has been in force
too on
^or^
*^
8^ a strong ^

writer has experienced smce enterng col- ^ maybc ^ Univcrsity
^ {
a
lege some three years ago.
valuable lesson from this study. That lesson
A thorough study of student affairs, mi- should be that students must be involved
tiated with a petition over two years ago, at the policy-making level on all programs
reached an initial culmination when an that effect the academic or social circles in
eight-member faculty committee presented which they must exist.
a 58-page report to the Faculty Senate.
Some of the committee members have
Since that time there's been endless dis- privately agreed that many of the problems
cussion, endless argument and endless dis- that now confront them may never have
agreement over the report, what it is now existed if students had been directly inand what it should become before imple- volved from the start. Students did serve
mentation.
on an advisory sub-committee, but there
were™ students on the group that wrote
the report,
Particularly trhf jjro&tens of semantics
will govern their lives for as long as they might have been erased. Rewording, to say
remain active in higher education on this the same basic thing, would have been
much easier before the report was released
campus.
There was, though, an event last Monday than it will be now.
Now the biggest challenge comes.
which should have great significance on
Those involved must meet together to
future studies conducted here.
That afternoon, two 'student leaders' iron out their differences and to mold a remet with part of the Powell Committee to port that will be acceptable to all who it
uitormTl"lyr"ulk "about the' rerorts strong wilJ «°v"n- ^L e t
. .
,
Students and
mu
and weak points.
**
*****
*
!*
*"*
n
On numerous occasions, those students IVLTM^J ^M^t^Jf^
voiced dissatisfaction with various sections T ~* T^ f j£S 7 JncorP°«ted into
of the report, and offered alternative solu- he "P0* Thu $*** of «overnmient »■
tions they believed were more appropriate.
"* °" Z^^LTl^ h^nt
Many times, the committee members ap- *"*
*
' *" °
peared to be in agreement with the stu„;• .. rnrntn„nit.a¥inn u^,,^ «^L—
j
*t other times
L•
u.
i*. memHonest communication between ^>
students
dents.
At
those rfaculty
• u
anJ ajm;„:c*r«frtrc u«c ■ --• «.
d admin, strators
bers believed their
report
said
what
the
*»
M
*
I*""**
«""
1
tneir
wnat toe
Qn ^
c
s Now wU1 come Ac
Zt^Zf

'

« ***•
^3^ o£ ombudsman is established;
student involvement on administrative committCCS
" i"SUred; *&**»*** P°wcr is
ttd t0
&™
** student<ontrolled Board of
Student
PuW^ations; a compilation of rules
-nj
ana refful»rions is rail**! fnr and Hue nirw
*s#uanoni is cauea ror, ana aue process to all student violators is set down very
*
A

£ r
StUdCntS
^ adminis^Imts thetuie for the strong points
trators. ^ ° ^
^^'^j^^^
If we all
SStf^t^^^
colors, and there's no logical reason why weak areas to be revised and amended.
that shouldn't happen, then we will assure
Some type of mediating board needs to
ourselves and those who come after us that
be established to consider the entire report.
»n atmosphere conducive to higher educaMaybe it would be feasible to form a
tion will constantly exist,
committee from the Council and Senate to
And, as I see it, when this crisis is passed, either individually, or together with the
maybe administrators, faculty and students Poweii Committee, rewrite various parts of
alike will have learned a valuable lesson, the report
And because that experience will have been
Whatever direction is to be taken needs
a valuable one, higher education will be to be decided soon. While we do not think
the winner.
(Continued on Page Tferw)

Student Help Needed
Dear Editor:
It la tragic to note that on a campus with in
enrollment of. 8600 students there is, practically
no committment whatsoever to alleviate the
problems of poverty" which exist at our very
doorstep in the city of Richmond. We liave
boasted that we are the generation who will
make the world a better place and yet what
have we done constructively? Why are our
ideals so far above our actions? Thus, it is not
surprising that apparently this younger generation is off on the wrong foot in our crusade
to change the world.
Possibly our committment and dedication are
buried by a self-centered and materialistic attitude that has greatly corrupted the world we
have Inherited. In view of this assumption how
interesting it would be to see just how many
students would be appalled if they were asked
to sacrifice only one hour a week to aid the
poor in the rotting slums of Richmond.
We have already seen the destruction and
bloodbaths produced by the riots in Detroit,
Watts and Harlem when those who could have
done something for the poor did nothing. Is it
too difficult to forsee a riot of frustration and
desparation in Richmond if this great mass of
students which represents such a potential force
of salvation for the poor continue to do nothing
for the less fortunate?
However there now exists at Eastern the
avenues to reverse this current trend of student
stagnation. For at present, both the Richmond
Federal Credit Union and the GROWTH program sponsored by the Wesley Foundation
which tutors Richmond's underprivileged students are in dire need of student help.
But now the hour grows late and with each
passing minute the sufferings of the poor intensify as 8500 students go merrily on their
way seemingly so unconcerned. If only we could
place those 8600 in the slums of Richmond for
one brief hour a week envision how much better off our university and a troubled world
would be.
▲ concerned student,
George Hanrahan, Jr.

Report Evaluated
Dear Editor:
The' Poweii 'Report' has'many good. Ideas' and "
rules contained In tt: However, it has numerous >
statements which are contradictory, Illogical;
and I believe illegal, which leave loopholes that
tend to destroy or at least seriously weaken
the good points.
It states students shall enjoy all freedoms
guaranteed by our constitutions — state and
national. Then it proceeds to list many instances in which constitutional guarantees will
not apply — such as in searches. It states our
rights and then takes them away in other
statements by saying they do not apply if they
interfere with what the administration desires.
It allows for double Jeopardy.
Also, it definitely leans toward the out-moded
concept of "In loco parentis" for all students of
all ages. It upholds compulsory single student
campus housing until design capacity of the
dorms is fulfilled to ensure repayment of building loans. I ask why does this administration
find that necessary while administrations at
other state universities do not? Are we being
made to suffer on account of poor planning by
the administration? We have dorm space for
more students than adequate classroom space
is available for, and more dorms are planned.
Of course, high rise dorms do look impressive
to visitors. The university should concentrate
more upon academic affairs and allow students
to live where they desire. All of these dorms
are not necessary.
The report tends to place more emphasis upon
safeguarding the maintenance of a good public
appearance for the university than on safeguarding the rights of the students and providing an education and environment which are
truly meaningful, useful, and relevant to the
latter part of the Twentieth Century.
In short, it is largely more of the same we
have had crammed down our throats In the
past. All that I ask for are my rights and privileges as a citizen of the United States and
Kentucky. I am fully willing to accept the responsibilities that accompany these rights and
privileges.
Sam B. Reeder, Jr.
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The two students also cited various instances in which they thought the report
was vague, that actual intentions were
veiled, that many meanings could be inferrcd from any one statement.
The committee members gave their interpretation of the supposed 'vague' statements, and in many instances the interpretation coincided with what the students
wanted. But it still remained that the statement was vague, that implementation required interpretation from administrative
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lives Q£ a commumty Qf 11,000 is naturally
going to cause a $tir
' ^ now we find' ourscives at a crossroads The
rt needs revision It nCeds
intelligent discussion. It needs immediate
attention. it must get all three,
There are certainly specific areas of the
rt we consider inappropriate.
^speaker ban is the onlyway tc
the current policy 6h off<ampus
too much arbitrary-powef in the di,t
Q£ disciplinary ca«es to hearing agencies
re$ts with ^ vke-president for student affairs. No appointive power how rests with
the Student Council; the Student Court deserves more power; search and seizure
powers that now rest with university officials are way out of line with accepted
theories, and vagueness veils the actual intentions of many areas of the report.
There are other deficiencies, too, but
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"Worship Of Youth... A National Sickness
By LUCINDA HOOPEK
A pretty girl may be like a melody, but
does she have to be as ubiquitous as Musak? 6ne of the greatest travesties of American taste — the beauty contest — is becoming a cancerous growth in our national
values and aesthetic standards.
Dignified as •pageants" and ballyhooed
by the news media, these contests involve
all age groups of the female population
from toddler to matron and occur in every
social sphere from grade school to the national business convention. If there are any
men of discriminating taste left and any
women not currently in the running for
Miss Whatever of 1969, let us unite and
eradicate the menace of beauty contests before they destroy the las* vestige of taste
in America.
Why is the beauty contest a menace to
taste? Primarily, because it is a bore. I
will grudgingly admit to my greatest adversary in the battle against the beauty contest, the male ogler, that in the area of pul-

Louisville Courier-Journal that she practiced
If we merely want to look at pretty girls . youth and beauty. Then, the beauty contest
is just another manifestation of the rational
her perfect posture for three or four hours
lets parade them before the public and dedaily for six years by standing while she
sickness — the worship of youth and phymocratically award all of them with identiwatched television. (I am sure her mental
sical perfection. We Americans pride ourcal prizes.
edification equaled her physical perfection)
selves in our capabilities in imitating our
Futher, women in general are being dis- children in styles, speech, and behavior. Yet,
What perverted sense of values are we incriminated against. When and where can, our worship of the cult of the infantile
stilling in our daughters? Is the ideal in
they ogle men like prize goldfish in an
should be relegated to our national skeleton
femininity the ability to mince down a runaquarium? Women have no comparable closet, rather than proudly displayed in the
way, to speak in coy, glib cliches, or to exparagons of masculine beauty with which to
ecute a pallid imitation of Mary Martin
beauty contest phenomenon.
counterattack such, statements as, "Gee, I
singing "Wash That Man Right Out of My
But more crucial to our. cultural values
wish you could wear your hair like Miss than the motives of the promoters or the
Hair."
Nova Scotia."
„
Let's wash those beauty contests right out «
spectators^ the effect of the beauty conIt is relatively reassuring to know that a
of our hair. Someday it may be your daughtest upon the contestants. Of the endless
profit motive inspires these fiascoes. But
ter, your wife, or your grandmother who
pap disseminated by beauty queens and
of a more dubious nature are the motivastands poised before the television with a
their sponsors is that competition in such
tions of the hundreds of thousands of people events imbues the competitor with a sense
look on her head, her toothy smile locked
who enjoy or at least watch, a nationally of sportsmanship. Is sportmanship thd abilas in the last throes of lockjaw, purring
broadcasted beauty contest. The motivation
ity to convulse oneself in hysterical* glee
sotto voce, "Would you please turn to the
here surely transcends just a little harmless
in an artificial pose at another's victory?
Miss Grandmother of South America Beaugirl watching.
What has sport to do with physical appearty Pageant."
ance?
The pomp and circumstance of the beauGood looks are a gentic accident; there is
ty contest must fulfill a need for living vi(Continued From Page Two)
little
skill involved in displaying a silk
cariously in a mythical world of perennial
the Senate should take immediate action,
purse as a silk purse. As one of my horsey
neither do we believe time should be warted.
friends puts it, "The good-looking horse
Sharp Comments
The entire University structure and the
catches your eye first, but he's got to go
policies that govern all of its constituents
when he's on the track or he's just another
are on trial with this report.
nickel horse." I will take one Peggy Ann
The recommended appointment of stuThe verdict will have far-reaching effects
The "Student Relationships' is the most Fleming for all your Miss Americas,
dents to the University administrative comon the directions higher education takes on
substantial part of the Powell report. Most
Another smug truism of the pro-beauty
mittees also provides that the actual stutbis
campus. Immediate, responsible action,
of it seems to be reworded versions of parts pageant gaggle is that participants learn
dent members shall be appointed by the
with all parties involved, is the only logical
of the University catalogue, the student pQlse ^j grace m beauty events. One of
President, but here at least he must choose
course to now assume.
handbook, the University housing contract, me recent Miss Kentucky s reported to The
from a list of candidates nominated by the
and other odds and ends published for the
Student Council, and the appointees are
benefit of each annual crop of freshmen.
guaranteed one year in office. I don't
Curiously, the report is fairly explicit
think complete disaster to the school would
when cataloguing die University's authoriresult if the Student Council elected the
ties over the students, but disappointingly
rr^Ejn
students outright to the administrative comvague in definging student rights. It obYou may charge parts, repairs and
Clillll IITIIIH CIEIIT Mil
mittees, rather than merely submitting the
liges students to "conduct themselves in a
service — up to $50 per job. Your
recommended list of nominees.
manner consistent with widely-accepted procharge here will be included with
Recommendation Four of the report has,
prieties and traditional teachings." Person130 901 001 1
your regular monthly Standard
ally, I don't see hoy these proprieties can be
I think, been enthusiastically welcomed by
Oil statement for gasoline and
JOHN Q MODERN
construed to prohibit girls from wearing
every student on campus. It suggests a reother service station purchases.
slacks
to
class,
or.
boys
from
growing
view of coeds' hours, checking-out rules, and
beards.
,\
the point system. Fortunately, the all-student
Similarly, single full-time students who
Women's Inter-Dorm Council will conduct
do not live at home are to be required to
this review.
live in EKU dorms until these are filled to
Recommendation Five suggests that the
623-3350
tftim IY-PASS
"design capacity." I hope this will not keep
RICHMMD.KY.
faculty and staff become aware of and conthe students from living in Richmond until
cerned with student problems. Unfortunateall dorm rooms have been crowded until
ly, its wording is reminiscent of a salesthree students live in each little cell.
man's manuel. Consequently, it chances of
LEARN MORE
The report prohibited student organizaappealing to the students (most of- whom
seem to have pretty cynical attitudes about ^qps./fpm,having off-campus speakers, and
1
ABOUT THE
^nothing about ithe^ possibility of dffit) are microscopic.
carapusimeetings., J^qbject to the prohibi"'•' Recommendation Six provides for a com•tion, and I would like to see a clause in the.
pilation of rules and regulation concerning
OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
report admitting that student organizations
the students, which they may consult at
have the right to assemble away from the
need. This idea is a good one — it may
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
help some students find out what 'social
eyes of the university, without the services
TAPE RECORDERS
probation' is without committing whatever
of a faculty adviser.
and
dastardly crimes it is supposed to punish.
The definite outline of procedures for
Enroll in • TUX umUoomlMtkwal
discipline will at least give the students
Car Tape Players-Home Tape Players - Stereo
Horn* BibI* Study Court*. Tor comThe first recommendation, though, is
some idea of what to expect if they get
plete details ud a (TM sample laaaoa
"Your Electronic Headquarters"
most important. It suggests the adoption of
•end your name and ■ddra— to:
into a scrape, but it failed to shock me
the statement on student relationship as
Know Your BibU Campaign
with its originality. Everything seems to be
University policy. Since the report is to go
destined to continue' under the auspices of
directly to the Faculty Senate, the students,
Church of Christ
varioUs^boafda_ and committees.
135 W. IRVINE «T.
will have no official voice in its considera312 Logan Ave.
The Powell Reportwas a disappointment
11/ U« 4+miL> &u~ RICHMOND. KENTUCKY)
tion. Many students hope the Senate will
Richmond, Ky.
for me. It was only a concentration and oralter or reject the report, and resent its bynamentation of existing student handbooks
passing the Student Council. I thing the
as it stands, not likely to solve student
Council should have the right to consider
problems or appease discontent among the
it before the Faculty Senate, and to reword
student body.
it if they desire.

chritude nothing surpasses a shapely twenty-year-old miss in a bathing suit.
Go to the old gridiron and there reigns
a queen, flick the dial of the television
and there pirouettes a lovely form competing before the judging eye of the camera,
or attend a second grade Christmas pageant and there prances a flock of competing snow bunnies in insipid mimicry of
their older sisters. Seek escape from it all
and recommune with the sane, stable, prevideoed, and pre-teeny-boppered world of
the county fair. And there atop shiny convertibles, are the omnipresent beauty contestants, smiles and curls cemented in eternal perfection.
Although taste is a private matter, discrimination is not. In this day when unequality towards any group is the arch sin,
are beauty contests fair to the contestants
or to women in general? What aesthetic
yardstick determines whether the sloe-eyed,
diminutive Miss Japan is more or less beautiful than the buxon, blonde Miss Sweden?

Report Takes

Powell Report-One Man's Opinion
By JOE SHARP
Staff Writer
As last weeks Progress noted, student
reaction to the long-awaited Powell Report has been mostly hostile. On most points
I agree with this hostile opinion.
I don't like the Powell Report because
its language is committee style instead of
honest English, it tends to retain centralization of power in the hands of the President,
it is ambiguous or meaninglessly general in
critical passages (despite the announcement
that the statement on Student Relationships'
does 'set forth regulations in specific terms
so that they can be readily understood) and
it is pretty unoriginal for a paper that took
sixteen months to compile and submit.
The report contains a number of recommendations to the Faculty Senate dealing
with Eastern's student policies. The second
recommendation suggests the creation of an
Ombudsman for the students. I like this
idea very much, but I'm not enamored of
the procedures for his election contained
in the report.
According to the specifications, the Ombudsman must be a senior faculty or staff
member. He.i« tp fe&ap'wn*ted by. the.Presr
iden$ and confirmed by the Board of Regents. I see no reason for the requirement
that he be a senior faculty member, and I
don't like the idea of the office being in
the appointive power of the President.
Since the report does not specify what
the Ombudsman's term of office is supposed to be, I assume that the President also
has power to remove him if he wishes. Why
not have the Ombudsman elected by the
student body from a list of candidates not
necessarily senior, nominated by the Student Council, with write-in campaigns permitted, to serve for a term of at least a
year? The Powell Report's notion of the
Ombudsman is too much under the President's thumb to promise effectiveness, and
certainly this fact didn't promote favor for
the report among the student body.

MNMEYER

ffyniWicH

JOHN MEYER
SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE
Communicate with the raindrops in
John Meyer's meticulously tailored
Copenhagen coat. You'll dote on the
giant pockets, drawstring belt and
close-fitting hood. In a blend of
Dacron* polyester-and-cotton.
Wear it in the sunshine,
too. It's buttercup
time—so
communicate!
Price: $40

NOW, USE YOUR STANDARD OIL
CREDIT CARD HERE!

SALYER CHEVROLET CO.
TAPE PLAYERS

CAR and HOME

BIBLE

BLt>«

associate store

Ask For One Of Our
Professional Hairstylists
JUDY ISSACS
UNDA HACKER
LINDA SUE BAUMSTARK
SIR JAMES
They may tell you about our new Beauty Clubj
and about the fabulous savings.

ft FRIDAY NIGHTS

< >i fii i i<

Phone 623-1500

Take home a portable feast...

TONIGHT!

Take it from the Colonel... "it's finger lickin* good!"»
(Other size orders available. With or without side dishes.)

200V4 SOUTH THIRD STREET
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

5

Main Street

Of EN THURSDAY

A barrel full of tender and
tasty Colonel Sanders'
Recipe Kentucky Fried
Chicken. 21 pieces of the
most flavorful chicken you
ever ate.
And all you do is pick it up
and take it home.
The service is sudden!

The Little House

Stockton's

COLONEL RESTAURANT
iq Hill Ave.

Diet 423-4158

Richmond, Ky.

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty
WANTED:
PERSON TO
623-3248
"CALL US

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

EXCHANGE PAPERS

DUTIES WILL REQUIRE:
Filing papers from other schools; mailing of copies of the Progress to other schools.
APPLY EASTERN PROGRESS OFFICE.
OR WRITE BOX 843. CAMPUS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

i
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Fourth Place In OVC
Up For Grabs Saturday

le 4, Eastern Progress, Thurs., Feb. 27, 1969
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The View

From Here
IT

f
^ «..„« _w mood because In the Bucs last
pY JACK FROST
of varsity action: (1) OVC Sophoe ^ hmX league_ leader
PROGRE8S STAFF WRITER more ^ fo, year, 1067 (2) TwOMurray 87-81.
The colonels are coming down ttm# Au_ QVC guard previous £ast Tennessee is led on of to the end of another season as to ^lB year (3) Third All -time fense by Harley Swift who is
they face their two remaining op- 8c0rlng leader st Eastern with averaging 22 points a game. He
ponents this coming Saturday and ^9 points going into mis week's is given support by Mike Kretaverage These
Monday nights.
action.
zer with. a 18.3 averase.
Saturday night's game with
Besides Washington,
PI.11II..M1 Jerry two are the only two Bucaneers
East Tennessee will mark
a Godbey will also be playing Us i„ double figures,
couple of lasts for this year s lMt games in an Eastern uni- The other starters for East
team.
form. The senior, who played his Tennessee are Gordon Glfford,
First of all it will be the last nlgh 8Chool ball at Eubank, Ky.,
5-2, Larry W<
Woods, 6-5, and
home game of the season, but baa
— *inn worley
.— «—-.
Ward, >6-6.
nag
B9en
Mm considerable action
more important and probably a during Eastern's comeback since
little more sad to Eastern fans mid-season.
East Tennessee has a 15-9
is the fact that mis game will be The Colonels will be trying to overall record and 6-6 In the
Bobby Washington's last In yp their OVC record to 8-6 with OVC.
Alumni Coliseum.
Tennessee Tech will host the
wins over these two Tennessee
The senior guard from Lex- 8cnools. They have gained earlier Colonels in the last game for
ington,- Kentucky, will leave his victories over these two teams, both teams this year.
mark as he bows out of his winning easily over Tennessee Eastern whipped Tech earlier
Eastern career at Tennessee
Tecn txit having a much tough- this season 87-70. Tennessee
Tech on Monday night. Here ueer time with East Tennessee. Tech relys on Bill Bland to lead
a few of the. marks he has ac " East Tennessee's Buccaneers them in scoring. The Sutton brocomplished during three years wlll not be any easier . in Rlch- thers, Ron and Jim, contribute to
the attack along with Frank Bar tleson, and Ketchel Strauss.
Bland, Bartleson, and Strauss
An Games. played high school ball In central Kentucky.

>

KARL PARK Progress Snorts Editor

An oddity in the world of ^k^! f°ff?F&teS
last Saturday when a video-taped replay of the Easternwjdle Ten/essee game resulted in the change m the
"Tfotihe first half of the game, Willie Woods was
called for a charging foul, but Carl Greenfield raised
nls hand! and the official scorer recorded the foul to
Grwnfieid On Greenfield's next foul, it was noticed that
Kd been charged with four. But the Eastern bench
had only charged him with three.
A discussion ensued, and it was noticed that the
game waTbeing videotaped by Middle Tennessee. It was
Sed that the tape would be shown at hatftime to determine who the controversial foul was to be called on
At halftime the tape was played back, and the foul
was assessed to Woods instead of Greenfie d.
This proved helpful in Saturday night s game and
fcould seem maybe a system that the athletic department could look into.
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR INJURED
Eastern's
Sports Information Director,
David
Vance, was injured last Friday in a fall while trying to
,K
(Continued on Page Five)

OVC Standings

LOW?
L,vr
15 A
ntmi
in

The two centers in last Saturoay night's contest E^ertfs
Carl Greenfield (54) and Booker Brown (15) the
of Oddle
leadingTenre-

Of RmWn
W urvrvit

bounder for the game, (21). but the Colonels won their- sUttt
OVC game of the season- a 93-89 win over the Blue Raiders.
*
(staff photo by D A Rains).
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sroMArcnr

STOP IY FOR A DEUCIOUS
•REAKFAST. WE OPEN AT * A.M.

Featuring
Central Kentucky's Finest
Curb - Dining Area
- COME AS YOU ARE-

negsee

Murray
Morehead
Western
Eastern
Bast Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay

|rfter a misaeA ghot Brown w

HOME
You Are Always Welcome at...

GOLDEN RULE CAFE

ers to score eight straight points McElhany scored from the field
BY BOB WHITLOCK
and cut the Colonels'lead to three; with 4:31 remaining,
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER points at 4J-88. A long Jumpei' Tn Blue RtWer8? lead was
The Eastern Colonels held on by Willie Woods gave Eastern s8hort_ ltvea however, as free
ithrows by Coleman and Wash-I
to their fourth place standing In 43-38 halftime advantage.
the Ohio Valley Conference by . Eastern held on to its lead *or,<nngton put the colonels back on
turning back the Blue Raiders of the .first ten minutes of the sec-»t0p for _00d
Middle Tennessee 93-89 here ond half until the Raiders out- ^ next ^to minutes saw the|
scored the Colonels 12-8 to knot Colonels outscore the Blue RaidSaturday night
Bobby Washington again led the score at 68-66. After a few/ers u_2 to hold a commanding 623-9969
the Colonels in victory as he hit more- ties Middle Tennessee was 9,80 lead with 1:11 to playi
on nine of 20 from the field and able to secure Its only, lead of;
the
contest
at
78-76
when
Steve*
(Continued
on
Page
Five)
sank seven of seven charity tosses for 25 points. The flashy
guard was In on several as slsts to complement Us scoring.
Willie Brown led all scorers
as he connected on 15 of 29 field
goal attempts and five of five
free throws to net 35 points for
the losing cause.

We are known for good food.
Home of those delicious
homemade biscuits.
South First Stroot

GLYNDON

,iyw lfcrty-Xfef .*<rvw&F' ■

ttuufwWii lATI SRACK WE
All OPEN UNTIL 1! A.M.

L€3K

A

Eastern Wins Sixth OVC Game Of
Season, Down Blue Raiders, 93-89

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR.

for

MOONIBAY «III$TAI8KABOT|

i

Eastern Jumped to an early 60 lead on long Jumper* by Toke
Coleman and Washington and a
five-footer by Jerry Godbey. The
Colonels continued to add to their
lead until they held their longest
edge of the half of 11 points aft
21-10 following a layup by
Woods with 12 minutes to play?
The Colonels' advantage re malned around 11 points until the
last few minutes of the half. Then
four straight floor errors by
Eastern enabled the Blue Raid-

razor arts - trims - flat-tops
in Glyndon Hotel

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America

uJljr
Htmiprflity

... featuring the life insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusively
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR"

Woods
Tips (?)
NOW. • . you can benefit from

One In

• sdlnnsn ^gJ
^Hta^hMntMaonmnm
ftd%
|nvnifinn iw
sharply ■iraVvfy
help yoa gat started during Ilia
first three years*

1

As four men jo after the ball,
Willie Woods comes out the victor and plunges the ball through
the hoop. Other players in on
the action are Eastern's Jerry
Gocfjey (12) Middle Tennessee's
Booker Brown (15), and Willie
Brown (sandwiched in between
Woods and Godbey).
Staff Photo by D. A. Rains.

That*s the look
you get when
your clothes are
tailored correctly.
The U. Shop takes
pride in the right
"cut," "roll," "drop"...
all the things that make
you "right." Even his
plaid is the latest She's
perky! Check her long
tab collar blouse with
self-belt Check the
bright-colored dirndl
skirt. And speaking
of checks, they
aren't really necessary at the U.
Shop . . . you
can charge it!

"A little time now can pay off
in a lifetime of satisfaction."

lower Insurance coils because
you are a pcofotTOd rtsK

o

NOW. . . you can get of the
facts from your Coltii Lift
representative.
NOW .
about Mm IENEFACTOR . . .
too policy planned exclusively
for

See William A. Manz
"Associate Alumni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

ill
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H
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NOW . . . you benefit from
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PIZZARAMA
290 SOUTH SECOND

Next Deer Te WeSace Seek Srere

623-5872
CARRY OUT-DEl/VERY
Pino Dining Room Area Also

FREE PARKING IN REAR
Serving IS Varieties Of Pina
plus
Varsity Special & House Special
Sandwiches
Kosher Salami ft Cheese
Served With Potato Chips
and DiH Pickles

2HEHn1u«rsltySI|ap

212 WATER ST.
623-9674
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KISCConcludedi
Eels Favored

Canfield Motors

Capturing ten of 16 first places
BY ROY WATSON
and tying for another, the Eels
Approximately 160 swimmers accumulated 646 points to 406
from throughout the state today for second place finisher UK.
conclude the eleventh annual Among the outstanding partiKentucky Intercollegiate Swim- cipants are Ed Struss of UK and
ming Championships which are Eastern's Lacy Hagood, John
being held in the Donald Combs Buckner and Karl Brubaker.
Lacy Hagood, a Junior from Falla Church, Va., Is shown abova competing In tha butterflj
Natatorium.
Struss was high point man
event. He is a member of the 430- medley relay team that lowered Eastern's pool recWhen the results of the two- for last year's meet with 55 1/2
ord from 3:46.3 to 3:44.4. Other members of the relay team are John Buckner, Ron
day meet are totaled, Eastern's points. He set new KISC recHollhan, and Rich Anderson. Staff Photo by Cralg Clover.
Eels, the defending KISC champ- ords in the 1650 freestyle (18:ions
for the past six years, are 10.5) and the 50 free (:22.), and
,
favored to come away with win was on the 400 relay team (3:Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010
number seven.
21.4) which tied Eastern xoi a
"Most of the records should
be broken-nothing on the record(Continued on Page Nine)
board Is out of reach," said
Eastern swim coach Don Combs.
m addition to Eastern, other enWITH
ONE WEEK
Dunagan with 15, 14, and 13, re- tries are: University of LouisBY JACK FROST
COUPON
SPECIAL
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER spectively.
ville, University of Kentucky , Eastern's Eels soundly defeatThe freshmen have two re - Morehead State University, Union ed the University of Kentucky
The Eastern freshmen defeated Llndsey Wilson Junior Col- mainlng games on their schedule. College, Berea College, Centre 88-26 last week at the Donald
The word
REGULAR 55c
lege last Saturday night, 84-73. They will travel to Llndsey Wil- College and Western Swim Club. Combs Natatorium.
•cop'
The game saw the Colonels' build son for a return match and then Summing up Eastern's chan- Three pool records and one
host
Southeastern
Christian
Junteam
record
fell
as
the
Eels
up a good sized margin only to
ces this year, Combs said,
isn't
see Llndsey Wilson cut it to six ior College in the season finale. "We've yet to be beaten by a took 10 of 13 first places and
written
points late In the game.
Eastern's frosh also placed team from the state of Kentucky, nine seconds, bringing their final,
100 WATER STREET
With about 2:30 left in the game five men In double figures Tues- but championship meets score record to 9-1.
all over
"I could not single out an inthe Colonels lead was 75-69, but
as they won their llth game much differently than dual
SCLIP THIS COUPON CLIP THIS COUPON^ they quickly sealed the victory day
dividual as the best tonight since
him
of the season-a 100-56 romp over meets."
we had nine boys record their
by reeling off nine points in the Morehead frosh.
something
"Depth is a big factor since best times In their swimming
the remaining minutes of the
you
can enter four men In one careers," said Eastern coach
more
game. Mike Rogers put a damevent.
Louisville and Kentucky Don Combs.
per on the late Llndsey Wilson
will probably provide the stlffest
puzzling
rally when he pumped in two
(Continued on Page Nine)
competition."
field goals in Eastern's final
Dr. Groves of the Mens I-M
spurt.
Llndsey Wilson shot a hot 50 department has announced that
per cent for the game which was wrestling Is due to start In the
(Continued from Page Four)
a little better than what the near future. Entry forms may be
..* .*
Your Purchase FREE
Colonels could manage. Eastern picked up in room 109 of Alumni dunk a basketball. The accident occurred on one of the
47.3, as they managed 12 Coliseum.
^%^jl
If Wc Do Not .V. hit
The rules for this sport are outside courts of Alumni Coliseum.
more shots than the opposition.
Surgery was required last Saturday for his broken
tf George Bryant was back on the as follows: (1) Each participant
arm.
His arm was broken in three places two inches
must
have
three
workouts
before
beam In the game hitting on 11
Thank You
of 25 shots. He was tied for high March 10. (2) Next each player below his left shoulder blade. A cast will have to be JACQUELINE BKjSET; DON. 60RD0N ROBERT DUWLL-SM0N OAKLAND
:
game scoring honors by Zornes of must weigh-in before4:00,March worn for three months.
- Open All Year TECHMCOLOR* FROM WARNER
ARTS
11.
(3)
All
entries
are
due
on
or
Llndsey Wilson. Each player
before March 8.
scored 26.
Hamburgers-Coneys-Milk Shakes
Therefore, wrestling will begin
The difference in the game was
[Eastern's consistent scoring at- on March 12.
CONSIDER TEACHING IN ANNE ARUNDEL
Each wrestler will be In a
SStack. Five players reached double
S8&
weight
class
as
follows:
figures for the Colonels while
COUNTY, MARYLAND
Llndsey Wilson produced only 115-under
.V.V
two.
123-130
Rapidly growing suburban school system J
Rogers was next to Bryant for 137-147
.which includes Annapolis.
Eastern scoring honors as he 157-167
pumped in 16 points. He was 177-187
Near Baltimore and Washington
followed closely by Charlie Br- 19190 schools, modern facilities
iinker, Bill Burton, and Daryl unllmited

OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced

Lacy Hagood

J0HHS0H OUTBOARD MOTORS
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Eastern Freshmen Put
Down Late Rally

DOUBLEBURGER

5°

Eels Defeat U

44<
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NOW! HOW

DAIRY CHEER

MCOJEEIM
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I-Ms Wrestling
To Begin Soon

KENNY'S DRIVE IN

S.I.D. Injured

m
1&&

ROBERT VAUGHN

1
m

BIG HILL AVE.

1

RICHMOND

D&E Phillips 66 Is Now
Serving You With
TOP VALUE
STAMPS

B. T. SPURLIN REALTY CO.

Wrestling Team Ends Season
With Victory Over Morehead

208 Collins St.
Richmond, Ky.
Phone 623-6075

D & E
Eastern By-Pass

Eastern ended its wrestling
March 14 and 15, Ron House
season the same way it started John Mautner, and Bruce Drum--wlth a victory over Morehead. mond will travel to Oxford,
Salesman
Ron House's pin in the heavy- Ohio, to compete in the 4-1
weight division gave Eastern the Wrestling Tournament. March
623-6082
623-9166
margia for victory. Added to*22f tha,entire team will coi
-m
that were the outstanding per-Pete in the AAU Wres
•Choo*. a Real **&Firm W*M* Member.^ , '$f] ) Jfcoaftdes of RogerReroeraiKliToBrhiAeiitiaI,oulaViUe*
John Mautner.
, Tha results of last Thurs
Are Graduates of Oar University"
Eastern, hampered by In - day's match with Morehead arer
Juries and lack of personnel, Gorelick (M), decisloned Drumfinished the season with a win- mond (E), 12-1, US pound class;
Mautner (E) decisloned Colyer
nlng 7-4 record.
|£M), 13-4* 12? Bound classy Hiilerick (M) decisloned Humphries
E), 8-0, 130 pound class; Namazl (E) forfeit, 137 pound class;
Beschler (M) forfeit, 145 pound
class; Jones (E) default, 152
pound class; Falg(M) decisloned
McClish (E), 10-4, 160 pound
class; Remer (E) decisloned Peters (M), 14-10 167 pound class;
Postleman (M) decisloned Jackson (E), 11-4, 177 pound class;
House (E) pinned Morton (M)
Heavyweight Exhibition Beschlek (M) decisloned Mithell (E)
12-1.

BESS SPURLIN
Real Estate Broker

FRANK MORROW

"Service Is Oar Middle Name"

Vacancies in all elementary grades and
all secondary subjects for 1969-70.
Representatives will interview on campus.
Contact the placement office or write
Director of Personnel, Board of Education
of Anne Arundel County, Annapolis,
Maryland. 21404.

<

I

!Si

"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT 10CAT10NS-

- mm STREET i BIG HILL AVENUE

GO WHERE THE ACTION IS
I

lixth OVC Win
(Continued from Page Four)
As in the first half a rash of
floor errors allowed the Blue
Raiders to narrow the Col onels' lead. Middle Tennessee
scored seven points within the
last minute to come within four
points of the Colonels at 93-89.
For Eastern, Washington was
backed by Woods with 21 points,
Coleman with 19 and Carl Greenfield with 15.

CLIP OUT OUR

*

COLONEL SPECIAL
This Special is served today in the
dining Room Only

KniurrBttg
(Discount cards will not be accepted on this offer)
THE BARN DINNER THEATRE

D

Tobacco Road

C-JL-JJ

Time for a break. So.
fella, break out of
your cocoon in these
new swim toes from
the U. Shop. Patterns
galore . . . checks,
new stripes in hiphugging styles. Nobody II kick sand in
your face anymore.
Whether the Lord gave
you everything or not, let
the U. Shop help. Our new
spring-summer collection of
swimwear and beach coverups were designed to make
the male eye pop. They will

(PitXifefrsrtiSlw

Directed by Dylon Roes
OPENS WEDNESDAY, FEB. 26, 1969
THRU MARCH 23.1969

CALL WINCHESTER 744-2802
or LEXINGTON 255-8547
FOR RESERVATIONS
The Barn opens at 6:30 p. ni. Dinner is served
7 to 8 p.m. The performance begins at 8:30 p.m.
Performances are Tuesday night through Sunday
night. Sunday night and Tuesday night: $5.50
per person; Wednesday night and Thursday night:
S6.50 per person; Friday night and Saturday
night: S7.50 per person.

212 WMH ST.
623-9674

The admission charges covers the dinner, soft drinks
and ice, the play and the taxes.

/

i

i 85c"
BRJNG"CVUPO|J1N
85C
i
COUPON
COUPON
I
OOOD
GOOD
SMALL
I
TODAY
TODAY
ONLY
I
ONLY
PEPPERONI
I
I 85c
85c
Regular $1.10
I

"We don't claim to make the
most pizzas — only the BEST"
110 SOUTH SECOND ST.
Delivery and Carry Out
Dial 623-5400

I
I
I
I
I

S

•

I
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ENGRAVING FREE
WHILE YOU WAIT ON
WIDE WEDDING BANDS
WATCHES. LIGHTERS, STERLING
NAME BRANDS LESS THAN REG. PRICE

KESSLER'S

NEXT DOOR TO BUGLETS
™.623-1292
Richmond's Prestige Jewelers For Over Quarter Century

Gifts For All Occasions
GOODWIN'S

GIFT SHOP
:

Greeting Cords
Sealing Wax and Seal
!
(A/elcome Spring
&
lAJe can't remember when Spring wat to
eagerly awaited.

We're inviting yon to tttp

into Spring at our itore . . . you'll be greeted
faehioni in a profusion
JJon V Mil for *Jpring to

I

V

V

Three To Attend]
Biology Meetinj

CollegeActivists Termed
Polite Revolutionaries

Three Eastern professors will
attend a
meeting of .the U. S. i
Commission on Undergraduate j
Education in the Biological Sciences (CUEBS) at Centre CoUege ]
on 1 March 1969. Their purpose
will be to discuss the feasibility
of having a Kentucky Curriculum i
Conference on Biology.
The conference is to acquaint
regional biologists with trends
and changes In curriculum pro grams developing on the national
scene, and to permit opportunities for in-depth discussions
of educational and teaching innovations.
Drs. Branley A.
Branson,
Donald L. Batch, and Wallace
Dlxon will represent Eastern.

kinds of Issues that launch stu- rights was an agenda item. While
BY RICHARD WILSON
dent
rebellions and turn campus- time prohibited much discussion
FROM THE COURIER JOURNAL
es into what Columbia University the officials agreed they needed
Shortly after assuming a seat sociologist Daniel Bell calls "ov- to share each other's thoughts on
on the board of regents as one erheated cockpits," they do indi- the matter "before things get
of Kentucky's state universities cate that some Kentucky students hot."
Keeping this administrative
last spring, a student questioned have become increasingly conwhy the school's president was cerned with their schools'admin- finger on the student pulse seems
policies, the rele- well warranted. A recent survey
not
recommending
certain istrative
vance of their education and their of college campuses throughout
professors for pay raises.
Told by the president that these place within the educational en- Kentucky indicates that while student activism falls far short of the
professors were too preoccupied vlronment.
violent
rampages of a San
with criticizing theadminlstraFrancisco State, contentment
tion the student said in hisopinSmall Minority
ion 'this had nothing to do with
These students-at most only a doesn't necessarily reign,
Kentucky students are showing
their
teaching competence, small minority of the nearly 90 an
Increased resentment of au"Frankly, I've had classes under ooo
students enrolled at the
some of these people and I think state's 30 colleges and universit- thority and a belief that theymany of them are better teachers ies-are activists only byKen- not trustees, presidents
than those you're recommending tucky standards. They are not or deans-are best suited to dehippies, few belong to such activ- termine what rules should govfor raises."
Such audacious outspokenness ist organizations as the Students ern their conduct and morals.
from a student to his college's for a Democratic Society (SDS) They show a greater Interest in
president was unheard of in Ken- or the Black Student Union (BSU) having their universities enhance
tucky as recently as five years and many of them would be con- their intelligence rather than
ago.
Nor does this episode sidered squares within activist their virtue.
They rail against college ofstand alone in the current record circles at Columbia, Berkeley or
ficials
who have ruled their camof increased student activity on San Francisco State.
Most Kentucky campus activ- puses off limits to controversial
Kentucky college campuses.
ists are neatly dressed and well- speakers and to such activist orSeminar Walk-Out
groomed. At the same time, they ganizations as SDS or the BSU.
At Berea College last fall about are serious of mind, and gener- There is also a restlessness
students who
50 students walked out of a
ally more
articulate and among Negro
compulsory seminar to protest vocal and their more passive fel- contend discrimination abounds
their dissatisfaction with the col- low students. While their total both on and off campus.
lege's
compulsory-attendance is small, their unmistakable preSteve Wilborn, President of Eastern's Student Council, is one
Wilborn Quoted
programs. Many of the students sence has generated the changed
of the leaders of the "polite revolution" which is taking place
Granted only a small minority on Kentucky college campuses. Wilborn, has been president
were Negroes who were also pro- mood a visitor senses on Kenof Kentuckys' students involves of Eastern's Student Government for two years. (Staff photo by
testing
what they called the tucky campuses today.
school's negligence in recruiting
A striking difference between Itself with Issues like these, but Ken Harlow).
more Negro students and faculty them and some of their more this is true of even the large
militant counterparts elsewhere schools in the urban centers- Kentucky system is receptive to of such courses.
members.
Mike Kelly a University of is that the Kentucky activists schools like Columbia and Berk- change . There is evidence that
A recent change in the U of L's
Louisville junior
recently have not lost faith in working eley.
academic calendar eliminating
both
administrators
and
faculty
Kentucky
activists-students are not only willing to listen to a "lame-duck" three-week per"When Yea Say It
sent the U of L bursar a bill with "the establishment" to bring
for a rebate of a portion of his about a wide spectrum of changes like Steve Wilborn at Eastern their Ideas but also to adopt iod following the Christmas holiWith Flowers, Say
semester fees. Kelly contended they believe necessary for their Kentucky University or U of L's student-initiated suggestions.
days was initiated by students.
It With KeUey*.
Kelly and Harold Klelnert-say For instance, consider these
he had been educationally short- campuses.
their messages do penetrate ad- results during the past year:
changed and the requested rebate
One of the nation's most unFlowers."
Faith Not Lost
mlnlstratlve ears, but still fret Instead of demonstrating last usual examples of student parrepresented the difference beNeither has the establishment- over what they consider the lagtween what he had been charged
ticipation
in decision-making
Col Us For Prompt
p^ ^ academic change, fall, a group of Georgetown Col- came last year at UK where a
and what he considered to be the the phrase generally used to refer gard
, * lege students delivered a petition
w...
a short, slender sen- ^the Baptigt college,8 trustees group of students, working closevalue of the education he had re- to administrators, trustees and Wilborn,
Froo Mivory:
many senior faculty members-ior from Shelby County who plans m
ceived.
wMch asked ,or removal of"the JV with afaculty-trostee commit41
lost
faith
In
them.
'
career
in
law
and
politics
is
tee, participated in the interviewa
While these may not be the
on soc!
This is undoubtedly the w^ru^^t^a^^SmytSi£ schools 1£torlc
5"
*
423-4998
ing
oc
candidates
for
the
UK
reason there has been only one Senfof **££• "student g?v- **** «• trustees removed presidency.
serious campus disruption In ernment. Widely respected by the van.
Tfce Only Store
Kentucky.
That one was last fellow students for his tireless At a regional university, stuGov. Louie B. Nunn has also!
dents
challenged
what
they
spring when a few Kentucky State efforts in their behalf Wilborn
asked for student Ideas and help
With
CoUege students burned an spends as much time in commit- considered the campus security in solving many of the state's
athletlc storage building on the tee meetings as in classroom. chiefs unnecessary Installation dent Advisory Commission, made REBECCA RUTH CANDY
speed bumps on the school's
Frankfort campus, set a few wilborn admits time is a pro- of
main
(Continued on Page Seven)
other fires and ransacked the biem, ««But I think our efforts
traffic thoroughfare and his
request ,or three sentry dogs
campus bookstore.
are worthwhile because they
S3
Other thantheseincldents.stu- £e DS study^Sme nee? chemlcal mance to quell potential
student
rtsln s
dent protest-the catch-all 'term ^ry^Si^^SlECt
"P
« - ™"« their
tor activities ranging from pick- Z^ffS^U^SSSi tSSStL -nd^SSst^d
eting
against colleges' ac- raised the Issues "
ficials, the students got the speed
ceptance of military research Thanks to effo'rts by WUborob!in}psvreinovedandtheunlverslty
grants to ransacking the presi- and committees on the Richmond still has no canine corps or
dent's office-has ^een absent campus now are studying a new mace«
from the Kentucky college scefl* gtudent bill of rights and possible
Student On Boarf
q;«?
While admlnlstators have been elimination of compulsory nttM*' • '^nX^JTu^
e ^„,d5
0lts «#•-&.»
%e
unttni
their
blesslnastlievstmZJr™°^™^™f!T^i»i^
„
?*«*«*
J^
««
°J,
t
counting their blessings they sttlltary reserve officers' training. Kentucky Student Association,
stand watch for the potential stuKelly and Keleinert are the group of Kentucky student-gov-a
dent disruption many of them leaders of a drive at U of L to
presidents,
both
_
believe Is constantly lurking ^gm a "FreeUniversity" where ernment
|
candidates
In
Kentucky's
1967
in- the in the student mind* students will set up and teach
race made comFor example, at last Octo- iree non-credit courses they con- gubernatorial
f.
Where it's easy to park
mitments
to
back legislation
\ bar's meeting of the American aider important but which are ab- placing one non-voting
student
11 Council of Education in Denver, sent from the university's cur- on the governing board of each
and a pleasure to shop
\ few Kentucky delegates let them- riculum.
of
the
state's
public
universities
U selves miss the sessions on stu- „
"■
_.. .
Open Every Night Until 9:00 P.M.
and Kentucky State College. Afdent protest.
Prefeeaors Chlded
ter the bill passed the leglsla'i
Last summer at a Louisville
nlversitv
of-i
^^'^^£££»?
tare
last
winter
,
Kentucky
bemeeting of
ity.of- LouisvU e nattvewhotransferred ^^ the aMmfa ^rsi statewlth
■ ficials. discussion of student to U of L from the University of
such student representation.
Chicago, and Kelly, a New YorkBellarmlne-Ursullne College
er, both say too many professors a private Catholic co- educational
are only Interested in presenting school In Louisville, has two nontheir lectures and having students voting students on its board of
read their assignments.
trustees. Berea, Centre, Pike"This Is a hell of a way to ville Georgetown and Kentucky
teach .... It promotes train- Wesleyan and the U of L and
ing but very little learning," University of Kentuckya all have
says Kelly.
students on most faculty and
Adds Klelnert: "If this sys- administrative committees dealtem is to be broken down and ing with matters relating to stuwe're to have any meaningful dents.
dialogue leading to actual learnInitiation of courses in Negro]
ing, the whole sterile structure history and Afro-American aul
of classes must be changed." history and Afro-American culTo'Kelly and Klelnert this ture-an issue that has led to viomeans "being talked with, not lent confrontations on many cammerely talked to." Both students puses-has come quietly and
admit there is a pressing lack of peacefully to a number of Kendiscussion of human values in tucky
campuses and others
their classrooms-the
cutting are presently
The Home of Hit Famous 15c Hamburgers
studying initiation
edge of "the world's major socand French Fries.
ial Issues."
Regardless of their frustraShakes: Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate
tions, Wilborn, Klelnert and Kelly
all agree their efforts are worthSAIISH11I0N GU/.BANMii.
while and are making a dlfferene
on their respective campuses.
They and their counterparts
on
other campuses thus far have
Wast Main Street
Richmond, Ky
good reason to believe that the

KELLY'S
Florist
& Greenhouse

Council President

i

Welcome Back To
Eastern and Richmond

NEW ART ON CANVAS:
The most creative costume a girl can own I Contrast print shaped in Avril® rayon/cotton canvas features a wideaway skimmer with a softly
belted bodice of rayon/acetate crepe. The
perfect topper: a pocketed vest. 7-13. *16

STOP and SHACK of

BURGER BROIL

LERMANS

Broiling makes the difference

EASTERN SCHOOL
OF

9\m SDwign
It is tha constant endeavor
of the staff —
GRADUATES are
(

* Body

SPECIALISTS IN
Waves
* Wide Wave
Permanent Waves

* Wednesday - Special Permanent Day
ASK ABOUT THE
TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT
IN HAIR DESIGN

. PIVOT POINT METHOD 212 SOUTH SECOND

1

623-5472

/GC7TL\

Shop Friday
Night Till
9
FREE
$20
In Merchandise
of your choice
TO BE GIVEN

AWAY AT 8:30 P.Mj
* * * *

You Don't Have To
Be Present To Win
* * * *

jjouste of 6tule,0

No Purchase
Necessary
* * * *

Start Registering
At 5:00 P.M.

EASTERN BY-PASS
DIAL 623-4397
NEXT TO HOUSE OF STOLES BEAUTY SALON

—>

^

—-!
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Changes In Kentucky College Campuses
Are Brought About In Peaceful Mariner
"The whole question of the to peace on the campus as adhours, drinking bans on camministrators. "My theory is that
pus and even social mixing be- adminlstrative-student dllemma
is
one
of
confidence.
If
the
you're
not going to have a real
tween sexes in off-campus apart„,- students have confidence that we student rumble unless you JjJTJ
ments is no reason for admlnlstrators to Jump to the conclus- are willing to listen to them, they some disheartened faculty behind
Why, torsi h'« h/rf et fcsportom to aw**/
ton that most students are any won't be acting on the basis oit.
more promiscuous today than in erroneous assumptions," says "Size has a lot to do with swear hisaHeJ** tor safe eVtvfcg of
past years. The morals of to- Spragens. At Centre, Spragens this. If you have a lot of young H b to save good eye»ioM. More nJoM
day's students are probably no has semi-monthly luncheons with faculty members lost In the
•cddoMi ore coined by poor headlooser than those of any other student leaders who keep him ap- shuffle they feel the same way Bghti than by ony edier dwgJe come.
prised of the latest student-per- as lost students. Because our Tn# p#Of IrwOOMfM
•era.
ceived crises there.
campuses haven't gotten too large
Papers A Then
our faculty members are still Ten toket only •
f ft W 1+COfWt • e«wiiy
As always, aggressive student While Centre's enrollment of do,, to the students."
740 e es
not
hove your car
newspapers are a thorn In the only
*» Spragen's efforts
Another obvious reasonlswhat
as equals " he says.
chscked
TODAYI
adinlnlstrative
side.
Wit
the
exto
keep
in
touch
with
students,
wilborn
calls
"Just
plain
student
Griffin's anguish is typical of
ception
of
UK's
Kernel
and
the
similar
administrative-student
apathy.
Most
students
wouldn't
that felt by other Negroes.
III CREDIT CARDS
"It's kind of disheartening to U of L's Cardinal few Kentucky communication is still occurring ^^ an Issue if It bit them,
He's probably fight tor the
think tat in this environment, college papers have created much on the state's rapidlygrowing
One reason Is that larger campuses. Enrollments overwhlemlng majority of KenARE HONORED
where we're all supposed to be of a stir
tuc^s students like theircounhalfway well educated that we administrators keep afalrlytight nave not yet become so 01targe torpart
f .^I'Jft "USH
have a race problem •' says a rein on student editors. Many or student *******' f *™
that «»""<»*»*" Crested in studying, making
U of L Negro. "If the race editors admit they would like to personal
thing can't be worked out here, be more critical of campus af- channles are difficult to And, let ^ grades f^S*****
along in school and finding their
what chance does integration have Airs but add their realization alone utilize.
Wheel & Axle Service
....
*.
ik_....
niche In society than they are in
elsewhere?"
of editorial limits.
This is undoubtedly another un- reforming
4^,
universities.
rafopmlne their universities.
Phone: 623-2840
Only H
at nw
the U
of ><
LAND
George-derlying •reason
umy
u «n
nnuviwijo-««i/«»
—■ ■ why
~r« Ken
Even most of Kentucky's cam UK Most Lenient
activists don't seek to wreck
210 West Irvine Street
The race question has been in- town College has the campus- students-even the non^grown
press
use
of
four-letter
words
activists-haven't
resorted
to
de*
universities
or
their
sotheir
universities
or
their
sotensified at UK and Eastern by considered by some readlns as monstartions or massive con- <
Richmond, Kentucky # 4°47 5
Win They Overheat*
the overwhelming support of
ciety:
They
seem
Interested
in
Whether Kentucky colleges will fraternities
for the school's obscene become a campus issue, frontations to catch the adminis- changing the system, not destroyyet overheat however, remains bands to continue their traditional U of L President Woodrow trative ear.
ing it.
to be seen. Both administrators playing of "Dixie" at athletic Strlckler says he does not con«-•— RMUM
oawr
"™"
and students admit the presence contests. And the almost uni- jdone such usage but adds he isn't
of some potentially volatile versal refusal of fraternities and surprised students use them in There are other
reasons,
Issues on the educational hori- sororities to admit Negroes to print when similar words are Dr. Martin White, a spycholozon.
their ranks adds fuel to the rac- also used regularly In books, gist who was dean of UK's ColAmong these are compulsory
movies and even the popular thea- iege of Arts and Sciences for 18
flame.
dormitory residence, recruit- ialUnquestionably
years, believes Kentucky stuUK has permit- ter.
ment of additional Negro stu- ted more controversial speakers
Interviews with both adminis- dents are Inherently lndlvlddents and faculty, more frequent on campus than any other school trators and faculty members in- ualistic and polite-two charac^invitations to controversial in the state. While some of dicate a much greater awareness teristics which he claims do not
rather than ceremonial guest these speakers have had little of these issues than the average generate a tendency to mass prospeakers, and less administra- worthwhile to say, some UK stu- student senes. "The main dif- test.
tive control over student activi- dents have been outspoken again- Acuity in coping with these matAnother reason cited by White
ties and the student press.
tors
Is
that
the
students
want
. ^ officials is a "sense"
st the university's efforts to outAs state law now considers any line
each problem solved yesterday," ^ ^n^ty and a belief by most
specific
policies
for
Kentucklan over 18 years of age speakers. Last fall, after a fac- savs one dean.
Kentucky students that they can
an adult, students such as Wilborn ulty senate vote to codify the
Thomas
Spragens,
the
popular
discuss
their P^einsinan-toquestion the legality of forcing unwritten speaker guidelines,
presldent
of
Centre
College
in
man
and
eventually seek amistudents to live in dormitories. members of the UK SDS chapter
contends the greatest cable resolutions."
Some students are toying with the accused the faculty of trying to DanvUle
Danville. ^J^^^^ Dr. ™*^*"™*CUlidea of a lawsuit testing this stifle free speech. Th trustees
can make Is to stop listening to ty members- P**""1*"*
_»
authority.
have yet to adopt formally the student complaints.
younger ones-are as important
Negro students cite nearly all- faculty speaker recommendawhite faculties at most campuses as examples of discrimi- tions.
Another Sore Spot
natory hiring practices. Admin112 BIO HILL AVENUE
istrators counter this claim by
Outmoded social restrictio
•
pointing out that the few Negroes are another sore spot with many
* RECORDS — TAPES — ACCESSORIES
263 E. Main St.
earning
graduate
degrees students. '"We're supposed to
are caught up in the bitter com- be adults but we're treated more
* SHEET MUSIC ft BOOKS
Near Kroaer's
petition among the nation's large like children" laments one coed.
and prestigious universities- To many students it isn't any of
* MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
schools paying top salaries and the university's business what
NAME BRAND SHOES
i
consciously seeking Integrated they do or how they look outside
*
GUITAR,
CLARINET,
faculties.
the classroom.
The increase In Negro student Their resistance to such rules
ALL SIZES — FROM Bs TO AAAA
SAXOPHONE. DRUM
organizations like the BSU and and regulations
as women's
(Continued from Page Sis)
up of student-govenment presidents from each school In the
state, and asked Its members to
set up "bralnstormlng sessions"
on their campuses with various
state officials. As a starter the
governor has also asked the students to form volunteer student
groups to sponsor social recreational and visitation efforts for
persons In state mental institutions, homes for the aged and delinquent children.
Perhaps by the California or
New York standards these examples seem like kid stuff. Nevertheless they are symptomatic
of the changes under way on Kentucky campuses. They Indicate
an evident rapport between students and administrators, faculty and even the governor's office. It is this rapport, more
than anything else that has kept
state campuses from possUfce
becoming "overheated cockpits."

black fraternities and sororities
is indicative of both the frustration and search for idenlty
among black students.
George Griffin, an Eastern
senior from Harrodsburg, is a typical spokesman for the Negro
point of view. "The reason for
this black identification kick Is
that most blacks see it as the
only way, because white students,
even though they profess otherwise, aren't willing to accept us

Randall-Logsdon

DRIVE WITH $*f ETY

Student Discussion
Student Government has been an effective means of bringing about some changes which have been made at Eastern.
This student
Is discussing his feeling toward the re cently released Powell report, object of much discussion on
Eastern's campus. (Staff photo by Ken Harlow).

NIGHT PH. 623-4574
623-6969

EVANS

C.

REALTOR
FARMS - COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL
PRIVATE & AUCTION SALES

24 Hour Service

623-1400

CURRIERS MUSIC WORLD

DOUGLAS CHENAULT, Salesman

SAMPLE SHOE STORE

PHIL "» CUHHAGIH, Salesman
RICHMOND. KY.

-trr

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners
iwiarfinizinq

k WeSeHH
-

Garrettl Bardstown; Orgon,Dong
Hill; Tartuffe, Bud Jones, Cincinnati; Monsieur Loyal, Stove
Stanley, Zanesfleld, Ohio; Police
Officer, Frederic De Jaco. Alexandria, Ky.;
Klipoto
Gary
Shields Southgate, and Vaiere,
Larry Powell, Richmond.

Playgoers in tins area will
get to see how a real religious
hypocrite works at a staging of
Mollere's "Tartuffe" March 1015.
The play, directed by Harry
F. Thompson, associate professor of drama will be presented In The Pearl Buchanan
Theatre, Student Union Building, at 8 p.m.
Thompson says the play remains popular today because
"the audience delights in MoA summer of research in
llere's manner of showing us Mexico in 1965 has resulted in
how easily we are duped, bow an article In The New Mexico
quickly we mistake the mask for Historical Review by Dr. Keith
toe face." This is especial- ■Algier, associate professor of
ly true "when public relations history.
and advertising agencies are tryThe article in the January ising to convince us of the need for sue of the magazine analyzes a
an 'image.'"
sheep groweVs* organization calMoliere presents In Tartuffe, led the Mesta, which originated in
says Thompson, "a remarkSpan during the Middle ages,
able portrait of a confidence The main thrust of the article
man."
is that the Mesta, which was a!
The cast of Eastern students major political and economic
includes:
force in Spain, became little
Madame Pernelle, Barbara more than an Innocuous local
Benton. Irvine; Elmire, Janie organization of stockgrowers. But
Brach,
Louisville;
Mari- the article goes on to suggest
ane, Sherry Bay, Cincinnati ; that the powerful stockgrowers'
Damis Bill Thomas Cbarlottes- associations of the American
ville, Va.; Dorine, Helen Gebuis West were patterned after the
Haskell, J.J.; Cleante, Marshall Mesta. as it evolved In Mexico.

MOST in Dry Cleaning
a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows
311 W.

i

I
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Our Famous Freeh Piss*
R«gular$ 1.6 5 Pi»

i

Representing

Southwestern
Life
MUMMXoomwr • MUAS • sneer**

MAKES AN ORDINARY DAY SPECIAL!

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

five till nine
curb or carry-out

five till nine
dining room only

five till nine
dining room only

THURSDAY
five till nine dining rootr

curb
&

carry
out

Pl»t TAX

K Golden Fried

Tkm eoupon Worth 47t
on our famous 10 Inch pizza
■It On* per Coupon

\
J-BOY
sandwich
trench fries et
coleslaw
a regular $1.00 value

Present this eoupon at the following location*

j

RICHMOND BYPASS
623 6102

Featuring

Lexington, Ky. 40504

$118

| Pizza \m

Water Street Next to Bus Station
WE SPECIALIZE IN
COLLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS

P.O. Box 4085 Gardenside

Limit On* Per Coupon

|

i
WELL'S BARBER SHOP
—

See
OremG. Wright

MONDAY

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 5

LESS

TAX SHELTERED
ANNUITIES

Dr. Algier Has
Article Printed

Pizza Zovm

FOUR
DAYS
MLY

Phone 623-6010

itcr

* i I sweall»»naea01#0

AND BANJO LESSONS

AT 30% TO 60% SAVINGS

Presentation Of 'Tartuffe'
Set For March

omrhWMSWto

I

Veterans Call—Kentucky Cab

M CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

SPURLIN

>

CITY TAXI

real Italian
sauce ladled on
tender spaghetti
served with a
tossed salad and
hot broad
a regular
$1.16 value <

Chicken, served with
potatoes and tangy
coleslaw

Go where your Patronage is Appreciated.
PHONE 623-3985

Half-price to
college students and
faculty:
the newspaper that
newspaper people
read.
At last count, we had more than 3,800 newspaper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
-papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news — the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets it,
analyzes it — in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.
If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $26.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspapermen themselves read the Monitor — and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.
THE CH^STIAN SCIENCE
FGX: US «A |Wk. »»*r. — *—»

The Christian Science Monitor
1 Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Please enter a Monitor subscription for the name below. !
I am enclosing $
(U. S. funds) for the period
checked. D 1 y«»»' *13 Q » m0«- *9-76 □ 6 mM- **M
Name
Street.

U.S. Highway 25

_
City.
□ College student
□ Faculty member

Apt./Rn». #.
State
Zip
Year of graduation
F-CN-U

,

tsXm
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Telephones Are Pastime
Of Eastern Professor
jsrssKsss: JZSVSSVTS, Fr3-SHi°5

Art Exhibit To Feature
Collection Of Mixed Media

-to have the telephone."
clues through ancient newspaper T. W. ToMn,.professor of phy
That sutement. catchlna the files and old documents- many gc« wd chemigj «l old Cen
eye of an Eastern professor, has in the Townsend Collection at tr^I^vee^InttyerCS11e8g7ea j,™^

on the campus of Eastern. They

THE GREAT SRIPITUAL READER

MADAM

JULIA

808 E. MAIN ST.
IFTED READER & ADVISOR
the jrreat spiritual reader and advisor solemnly
■wears to help you with your problems.

Open 7 Days a Week.
further guarantee & promise you find me superior to any
other reader & advisor you consulted.
A PLACE TO BRING YOUR FRIENDS ft FEEL
NO EMBARRASSMENT

3

DIXIE
DRY CLEANERS

from the description. These he
hooked up to an existing telegraph
line (Morse's Invention had preceded Bell's by 39 years) and
thus was able to conduct two way conversations between a
store in downtown Richmond and
his lab on the Eastern Campus,
a half mile distance.
When Professor Tobln left
Richmond, his telephone- telegraph lines fell Into disuse and
ultimately fell down. But for one
brief moment, says Grise, Eastern was a telephone Camelot.
"We already know the
University Campus has been the
scene of significant historical
events; in studying telephone history, I found
several more.
Although Grise has "always"
Raymond J. Jirran, assistant professor of Social Science, ls
been Interested in telephones, he
testing the first audio visual painting in the faculty lounge.
began collecting them In earnest
The painter. Miss Carole Brown, a painting instructor at
only about six years ago. Most of
his 25 old phones camefrom cen- Eastern, will be the featured artist in an exhibit in the Camtral Kentucky, survivors of longmack Gallery.
(Staff photo by Ken Harlow).
defunct Independent phone exchanges.
But, he points out carefully,
never does he use his old phones
to hook in on telephone lines.
Grise is a firm defender of (Continued from Page One)
'«But students are fighting a." . '
privacy as
a "basic right." groups resulted in a signifi- galnst
tte
m ioco parentis V^S freshmen, according to
Party lines, with their "ease cant financial loss for the spon- (in me piace ^ a parent) COn- records from the office of Dr. R.
of eavesdropping" may have been sor.
cent." he
he added. "Thev
want Dean Acker, director of re cept,"
'They want
a part of early telephone his - Approximately 30 percent of t0 be left alone to decide things search.
Records show that entering]
tory, but, he says, such ease the student body
* for themselves, not the college freshmen
each year have shown
would "not be tolerated today." fall's class elections.
strongly encouraging them to
a
"consistent
Increase" In qualWith his phones and phone And, perhaps the most signi- attend things/'
ity
as
shown
by rank in high
year's activities,
lore, Grise visits elementary 'leant indication, "suitcasers. ' Last
Last year's
as
school
and
scores
on the Amerschool classrooms around Mad- However, Dr. Martin ls hesi compiled by Dr. Martin's office.
ican College Test.
ison County, demonstrating thetant to label those who go borne included:
The percentages of freshmen
evolution of Bell's invention and weekends as "apathetic." ^
Elgnt traditional
.„ events, such
ranking
in the top quartlle or
the evils of eavesdropping. He "Many students who go home as Homecoming and the Juniortop
half
of
their graduating classalso speaks to civic clubs.
on weekends but who study Senior Concert and Prom,
throughout the week are not Five "big name" enter tain- es were higher for this year's \
apathetic," Dr. Martin stressed, ers: Josh White, the Mitchell freshmen than for any of the
"I think college students should Trio, Lou Rawls, the Fifth Di- previous seven years for which
are available, Dr. Acker
contrlbute to their hometowns," mension, and Paul Revere and records
said.
Dr. Martin noted. "And they the Raiders,
Also, the percentages of freshmay do this by returning home." Twenty - eight dances, and
men in the top half, nationally,
Dr. Charles F. Ambrose, dean seven more after ballgames.
on each section of the ACT was
of admissions, shares Dr. Mar- Four Saturday afternoon jam higher' this year than for either
tin's viewpoint, and told
the sessions.
of the two previous years during
Progress recently. that he knew Flve community concerts,
which the ACT was required for]
several students who returned Four Audubon films,
freshmen.
0ne
home on weekends to assist chuhundred twenty feature
"It is very important that
fllms
rches in religious services.
» and 14 Sunday night for- the Individual variation among
Dr. Martin estimated that the el?i1 f"m*
*hlcbKw^e f"e*
be recognized,*r Dr.
percentage of suitcasers at -Ten productions by the De- students
Acker said.
"Some current
Eastern ls no greater than ?"*!"•? of Speech and Drama, freshmen were class valedictorthat at comparable schools. He Thirty-nine recitals, concerts, ians, while others ranked in the
also estimated that this year's £c- sponsored by the Music bottom quintile of their high
percentage Is no greater than+DeNlne
Pfrtment^
last voar'c
I
events sponsored
by . school classes."
"Also, some freshmen scored
*u
J' « ««.
||t atemlties or sororities,.
He and Smith cited sev -1 fen home basketball games, at the 99th percentile nationally
eral reasons for students suit- fa9 home football games, and on the. ACT while others scored
casing:
home contests in golf, swlmm- at the first percentile," he addEconomic reasons, such as jng, baseball, cross country, and ed.
Regardless of the degree of
Jobs and free meals.
tennis
The proximity of Lexington, *^r0* parents, too much ls student apathy at Eastern, the
Louisville, and Cincinnati, and ^^g on," Dr. Martin pointed situation seems to be brightening.
"Overall attendance at activitinterstate highways , connect - o^. .,To 8tUdents, not enough."
ies this year has been bigger,
Uu; them to Richmond.
mat about organizations?
More students with
cars, Indeed Eastern provides an especially at movies and danpartly due to relaxed vehicle abundance and a diversified num- ces," Dr. Martin noted, "but
rules this year.
open to then we have more students now."
ber # organizations
And, said Smith, for the first
Students' desire to be
in students
their social environment, esp- J Ett8tern has more than 110 time, an event sponsored this fall]
ecially where they are "honor- recognized
campus groups, by Eastern's Student Entertained,
such as in their home - Smltn said, "more than most ment Committee cleared protow s
" \
„
,
other comparable institutions." fits.
w
Dean Ambrose, too, noted that
y^J'
^en; about weekend Not included in that figure are
activities at Eastern?
residence hall organizations, more conscientious involvement
I think Eastern has enough which might boost the number by students has made this year's
two registrations "much, much
activities, but they are not all the to 150, he added,
type that students want," Dr. what about academic apathy? easier."
Martin pointed out.
i.r think our students are
He also said that some organ'Students have a very wide typical of those at comparable izations offered to help disgrades
interest span; I don t know any institutions," Dr. Thomas F. tribute mid-semester
way in 1969 we can put on a pro- stovall, vice-president for aca- and that student suggestions,
gram of activities to keep most demic affairs and dean of the some of them "excellent," have
increased.
students here," he continued.
faculties, said recently.
Dr. Martin, who has been at
««The student academic apathy
Indeed Indifference ls evidenEastern since 1955, guessed that here ls not" unnecessarily high ced at all colleges. Eastern la
tfiere have been more activities or low," he said, puffing on a pipe not an honorable exception. But
this year than there were last and pondering deeply.
neither ls apathy a notorious
year
"
Eastern Is
getting better nemesis.

Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
We Guarantee To Please.
PHONE 623-1368

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
::%*
>>:•:

MAIN STREET

and

Tests A-V Painting

SWEET

Degree Of Involvement Discussed

Where your clothes receive that
personal care that only long
experience can give.

240 S. SECOND

another painting is a railroad Miss Brown stated that such extrack with pink and blue rails presslons as the "Yellow Sub-i
and green wood supports; apiece marina" cartoon "reflects the
of molding Is used for the track romantic-violent aspects of socsectlon closest to the viewer lety," which can correspond to
to creat dimension.
the flower-power decorations on
Her collages are also two or cars in California and the conthree dimensional. Using differ- flict on the Viet Nam war.
ent kinds of cloth, she employs _.
_
quilted material for projection or , s,ne *■■ tou»*l Europe and
pads the material from under- ***
°» •?)erlen?« »■ *?£*ble
neath, creating a "stuffed" colin providing an historical baslage.' Torture is created in1" ,or artj however, she bethese compositions by using ma- Ueves the Wwt ls now creating
081 100
'"P Other
* -" examples of Ml88toriis"orvartou7wen^r»uch *• **«"*<** contributions
art
Brown's reality-fantasy art as taffeta, "because It has a of -the contemporary art world;
philosophy will be presented in a shiny surface."
While Miss Brown feels 002., what Is happening now ls here."
showing at Cam mack Gallery on
Sunday, March 2, from 3-9 p.m. artistic style is an abandonStudying at the Art Institute
ment of regulated technique she
Open to the public the show believes that "learning tech- of Chicago and the University of
will feature what the art in- nique is essential." After stu- Illinois, she has participated in
structor calls "mixed media," detns have mastered it, then shows at Northern Illinois Unia collection of paintings, char- "they can create their own par- versity and the School of Art
Institute of Chicago. She ls also
coal drawings, lithographs, scul- ticular style of expression."
a member of the Participating
pture and collages.
In regard to other art forms. Artists of Chicago Gallery.
Miss Brown terms her art
style "pop romantic." a highly
realistic expression which
Involves some fantasy. One of her
paintings shows a dress on a
hanger with a real hook attached
at the top of the canvas.
Using unrealistic colors to
produce the fantasy impression.
BY KAREN SCHMIDT
STAFF WRITER
An audio-visual painting of a
blue bicycle with authentic, shiny
green handles and a real "horn offers amusement for faculty members in the faculty lounge; the
horn actually honks.
Miss Carol Rita Brown, who
created the painting says, "I
like to contrast the commercial
aspects' of our environment with
the fantastic; If s really a Jux-

i"
I

'Home Cooked Food'
N. 2nd St.

TELEVISION REPAIR
Specialist In Transistors,
Phonographs, Car Radios

CLICK'S
RAMO «, TY SWVICt
W. IRVINE STREET

PH0ME 623-3272

!

WATER STREET

New! A delicious New

LENTEN TREAT!

FISH & CHIPS

GENEROUS SEAFARER'S PORTION
OF GOLDEN FISH FILETS
AND
CRISPY
FRENCH
FRIES

BURGERMATIC
ON EASTERN BY-PASS

Hamburgers 18<
French Fries 15<
Chuck Wagon,
Creamy Milkshakes

BACK TO

We serve It
in the
authentic
English way.

Prepared for every course with

BARNES
& FOBLE
COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

IjusdZM BOY
CORNER OF EASTERN BY PASS and LANCASTER ROAD
CARRY-OUT 623-4100

famous educational
perfect tor learning
and reviewing. Oar 100 Unas on the following subjects:
ANTHROPOLOGY
LANGUAGES
ART
LITERATURE
BUSINESS
MATHEMATICS
DRAMA
MUSIC
ECONOMICS
PHILOSOPHY
EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
ENGLISH
SOCIOLOGY
GOVERNMENT
SPEECH
HISTORY
STUDY AIDS

KEYED TO YOUR TEXTS
ON DISPLAY AT

WALLACES
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ssB^aa^B^^ie^BBBBpB^^^^

BOOKSTORE
■u*

• * i.

-_,
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Report Discussed In Open Hearings

Men's Keene Hall
Dedicated' Sunday
Wiliian Keene Hall new dormitory for men was dedicated Sunday. It was 'named in honor of
a professor of English who served
40 years
.. •
"
.
It is named for a former professor of English who served the
University for 40 years.
At a luncheon honoring Keene,
Dr. Bert C. Bach, professor oi
English, described the retired
professor as "a man whose life
has epttomized and whose words
have expressed most of the realities and values of the campus
community he has served."
: Keene, aided by members of
Ids fami'ly; Dr. Robert R. Martin. Eastern's president, and
members of the Board of Regents
sealed into the new building a
cornerstone containing newspaper clippings, pictures and othe> items concerning Eastern and
the dormitory plus several ar-

The board members wereWil11am L. Wallace, Lexington; Robert B. Begley and Earl Combs,
Richmond,
and Ralph Whalen,
faculty representative.
Bach
described Keene as
teacher "witty without osten^
'^^ without pedantry, 'wlAnA lhamA tyranny anj
. ... __, . ...._„_
responsive to literary and human
nuance,
_
K
«fn« *** advisor of the East•"» Progress, when Bach, a stud
«*. ^ *«• f^r- **<* «JJ
that on press night Keene would
*° *o the shop of the Richmond
Pa»*
Register
where
the
Progress was printed, "roll UD
h
Is sleeves and get printers ink
°n his hands and arms and not
fay much until te Job of raak*««»*> th« PW "» complet^^
■♦
.
.The new 17-story dormitory
nouses 616 men in 308 rooms.

The family members included Keen's daughter, Mrs. Shir-

OlSlC vJTIlClclIS
_ ,
r~*
,^„^

ley Kearns, her husband and
their three children of Richmond

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE
4 Mile* South on U.S. 25
Berea Rood—Ph. 62S-1718

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Dean Powell said he hoped stu- a report that will be more ac(Continued from Page One)
dents and faculty would turn ceptablc to all concerned.
.* **. a*
out for the hearings.
The next move in the adopposed restructuring of the Stu„We expect to hear adverse tion of the report will come
dent Board of Publications. He comment.. he gald. »But that Monday when the Faculty Senand Craig Ammerman. editor- doesn.t mean it.8 not construe- ate convenes,
in-chief of the Progress, who Uve We d(Jn,t expect tnose who
Rumors indicate that group
had testified earlier in the day. are lea8ed ^^ ^^ report to may recommend further study
,
both characterized the proposal
.
Thet a lust not the of revisions and amendments beas one or
of ine
the mom
most lar-reacmng
far-reaching
thi
h
fore the report is approved and
proposal, to come out of the
..j do hope
hope
that after the sent to the Board of Regents for
that
study,
hearings we are able to attain final adoption and implementaThe Powell Committee reces- lntnmatinn wM~H «.« ,pa,i tn tion.
sed after a three-hour session
yesterday and will reconvene at
3 p.m. today in Dean Powell's
office to hear Steve Wilborn's
report of Student Council reaction to the Student Affairs Report.
After yesterday's session, the
Powell Committee was to meet
to consider revisions and amendments.
"II ybu're too busy studying to do your wash,
Before the hearings opened,
let our attendants do it for you.'"

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry

Indian Film
Slated Sunday

Cornerstone Laying
son, Kerry, of Mr. and Mrs. Kearns look on.
Mrs. Kearns is a daughter of Professor Keene
who taught English at Eastern 40 years.
The new 17-story dormitory houses 616 men
in 308 rooms.
(Staff photo by Bob Whitlock)

Mortar is applied to cornerstone of William
Keene Hall by Sandy Kearns, granddaughter
\ akC COUrSC
of the former professor for whom the building
L. A. Brennan of the per- is named, and by Mr. Keene. She is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Kearns (right),
sonnel training staff of General Electric Co., Louisville, has Richmond. Another daughter Debbie, and a
presented a course to state corrections officials under sponsorship of Eastern.
The course, one of four quarterly conferences sponsored by
(Continued from Page One)
Eastern's School of Law Enforcethat little something that has kept the
ment •

Washington's Last Game

MU. LOWERY

TALENT. INC.
presents
ENTERTAINMENT
for Young America
Exclusively:
The Tame Revue
Billy Joe Royal * Band
SwlBggla' Medallions
Classics IV
Tommy Roe
Candymen
Movers
Sensational Epics
Tip-Tops
James Gang
December's Children
OCJlOfB . • • •

Call Collect
RIO CARTEY
JACK MARTIN
(404) 2S7-6317 or 233-3962
CoT Box W87

teams he played with from being a big winner,
Behind-the-back passes, long dribbling
exhibitions, long jumps shots that split the
nets and quick bursts of scoring (like 13
points in three minutes): those are the
things basketball fans thrill to see. And
that's exactly what Bobby Washington can
, ...
, j ,
do like nobody else.

There s stjll more.
And its hard to describe. Try courtesy,
respect for fellow men, a personality that
won't auit
Parting words for Bobby Washington are
hard to find; No doubt, cliches must be
employed.
Suffice it to say that, as I see it, Bobby
Washington is a fantastic basketball player,
a credit to those with who he's associated
and anything else mommies and daddies
./ . ?.,,
. ,
want their children to be.

Eels Finish 9-1
(Continued from Page Five)
Karl Brubaker set a new team
rod pool record In the 200 freestyle with a 1:49 timing. Ron
Holihan established a new pool
mark In the 200 breaststroke (2:19.3).
John Buckner Holihan, Lacy
Bagood and Kich Anderson lowered the pool record In the 400
medley
relay from
3:46.3
to 2:44.4.
S!^T
„n^= set
c»t ma
Despite *K«
the M
records
toe
most exciting event was the 100
freestyle. Pete Reed edged UK's
id Struss to give Struss his first
yes to a state swimmer In his
dree year career. Both swimmers recorded :49.4 clockings,
but the Judges decision went to
Reed.
This win made the Eels over
all record for the past sev
years 73-15.
~

2 Blocks off W. Moin.

"A stately, penetrating and
moving drama ..." is how
the New York Times described
■"Devi," the movie.which will
be presented March 2, at 7:30
p.m. In the Ferrell Room of the
Combs building as a part of the
Internaional Film Series this
semester.
The work of Satyajit Ray^who
is currently India's most important director, "Devi" is his
first film to be shown in the

cause the Indian government eonsidered it tooanti-religious, they
withheld its release from their
"The' fflm"ls"a~story wherfn
a father dreams that his 17reTncarmtton^tiigoddMsltidi.
When he proclaims his vision
^^ldTh^tomV1 °bott
8he and the peasants come tobeNeve in her identity. The resuits are a series of tragedies
for the family.

"

Corner off Poplar & Lombardy Streets
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

LET GEORGE
DO IT!"

HELP YOU
PLAN YOUR FAMILY'S

(Continued from Page Five)

available at

—contact—

EASTERN BARBER COLLEGE

GEORGE
RIDINGS. JR.

FUTURE SECURITY

Conscientious Students Catering To The
Barbering Needs Of The Public
hours:
Daily 9-4:45 — Closed Mondays

INMT

JUutterbye*

LUXON BLDG. BIG HILL AVE.
PHONE S2S-40S8
LIFE, HEALTH, ANNUITIES
PENSION AND GROUP INS.

"Plymoutfi

« UP TO NOW!
Simca - Alpine

IT STILL HAS

Tiger - Minx

5 YEARS or 50,000 AIRES 6UARAHTU!

Sunbeam

Alpine

Imp

BARRACUDA
Not fust a car bat a means of self-expression
FLUTTERBYE in
KLOPMAN ULTRA-VINO

0

Jewelry

ALWAYS GOOD

134 West Main

March 7 —Friday
No Movie
Lucas Hovlng Dance Company
SponsoreU by
Eastern Dance Theatre
Virginia Jinks, Director
March 8 —Saturday
THUNDERBALL
Sean Connery,
Claud Ine Auger,
Luclana Paoluzzl
March 10 — Monday
LADY IN CEMENT
Frank Sinatra, Raquel Welch,
Dan Blocker
March 11 —Tuesday
No Movie
Audubon Lecture
March 12, IS, and 14
Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday
BARBARELLA
Jane Fonda, John Phillip Law
March 15 — Saturday
A GUIDE FOR THE
MARRIED MAN
Walter Matthau, Bobby Morse,
Inger Stevens
March 17 — Monday
LUV
Jack Lemon, Peter Falk
March 18—Tuesday
No Movie
EKU Mens Glee Club
Bruce Hoagland, Conductor'

March 22 —Saturday
THE BLUE MAX
George Pappard,
Ursula Andreas

10 to 20,

March 28 —Friday
DR. NO
Sean Connery, Ursula Andreas,
Joseph Wiseman
March 29 — Saturday
TO HELL WITH HEROES
Rod Taylor, Claudia Cardinale,
Peter Duel, Harry GuanMno

^12.00

ELDERS
Richmond's
Family Store
Since 1893

March 26 —Wednesday
HALF A SUC PENCE
Tommy Steele, Julia Foster,
Cyril Richard
March 27 — Thursday
. No Movie
EKU Orchestra Concert
Robert Risellng, Conductor

Indispensable for your busy
day is this % button front
skimmer style in 80%
Dacron* polyester/20%
cotton. Top stitched collar
and pointed tab. Roll op
sleeves, skirt walking pleats.
Wear it with or without the
self tie belt. In Blue, Pink,
Avocado or Navy. Sizes

CREDIT IS

March 4, 5 and 6
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday
THE BOSTON STRANGLE*
Tony Curtis, Henry Fonda

March 24 — Monday
No Movie
March 26 — Tuesday
No Movie
EKU Brass Choir
Frederick Peterson, Director

RINGS

"WHERE YOUR

March 3 — Monday
THE PINK JUNGLE
James Garner, Eva Renal,
George Kennedy, Nigel Green

March 21 —Friday
VILLA RIDES AGAIN
Robert Mitchum, Yul Brynner

GTX
That stands for GTX

. • . . . PROM i

MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS FOR
MARCH
March 1 —Saturday
No Movie
Basketball
East Tennessee University

March 20 — Thursday
No Movie
EKU Concert Band
Donald Cooper, Director

W. Main St.
Dial 623-5441
Call or See Gip Parke or Lester EversoJe

VIKINO

B

March 19 —Wednesday
S CARD STUD
Dean Martin, Robert Mitchum

RICHMOND
OH)* COMPANY

DIAMOND

HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

February 28 — Friday
GOLDFINGER
Sean Connery, Honor Blackman

BARBERING SERVICE

228 West Irvine

9

February 27 — Thursday
WHO'S MINDING
THE MINT
Jim Button, Dorthy Provine,
Milton Rerle, Joey Bishop

KISC Concluded
new record.
Buckner and Hagood were sec
ond In total points with 52. Buckner set a record In the 100
backstroke with a :59.4 timing.
During his career at Eastern.
Hagood has never been defeated
by a swimmer from the state of
Kentucky.
Brubaker
Is one
toe'
„
^^ofare
llt<rfatwin0. Eel
E_, frosh
frosh who
ara
outstanding
pointing for their first KISC m
Team trophies will be award
to the winner and runner-up
Trophies will also be awarded
to winners of each individual
event with medals going to the
second and third place swimmers.

Campus Flick

BELVEDERE
Only popular priced car to have torsion
bar suspension.

LAWSON CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

Dial 023-9311
Big Hill Avenue
Kicnntondi Ky.

March SI — Monday
THE THOMAS CROWN
AFFAIR
Steve McQueen,
Fay e Dunaway
SELECTED SHORT
SUBJECTS
ALL PROGRAMS
Ticket Office Opens 7:00 pan.
Show Starts 7:80 pan.
Admission 75c
Children (under IS) 80c

^r
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ORDERS MSI BE IN BY MARCH 15 Ml
ORDER TO ASSURE DEUVERY By GRADUATION

[ WHEN RECORD PRICES GO OP j
! AT OTHER STORES - - PRICES!
1
GO DOWN AT THE
j
i
CAMPOS BOOKSTORE
1
COMPARE:

I

:

OUR PRICE

MFCS LIST

1.89--1.98

2.39-2.49
'

2.89-2.98

Mimniiiinii

$1.69
1.99
2.39
2.89
3.79
4.69
5.59

—

1

3.79-3.98

4.79-4.98

5.79-5.98

6.79-6.98

astern

FOR
entucky

||OOK

TORE

i.

i.

■

OPEN EVERY DAY * TO 5:00, SATURDAY 8 fo 12
TOR YOUR SHOPPWG CONVENIENCE

niversity

Ok
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